Contracts and new builds

Modern kitchen design – our service
We work with many house-building companies, including Barratt Homes, Berkeley Group and Persimmon, to produce
glass kitchen and bathroom panels for construction projects across the UK. From small apartments to luxury family
houses, our bespoke service can provide made-to-measure glass coverings for any type of space and shape of wall,
and for a large number of properties. Glass splashbacks have become a staple of modern kitchen design, and many
buyers are thrilled to see them featured in a potential home.
We are renowned for our quick turn-around times, successful first-time install rate, and the very tight tolerances we
achieve – we work very hard to ensure that we deliver a perfect product right on schedule. Many of our clients specify
Opticolour as their glass panel supplier because they know we can be relied upon to get the job done and done well –
saving time and money in the process.
We are used to working on complex, tightly scheduled projects and have extensive experience of collaborating and
cooperating with other trades, and meeting urgent deadlines. We are flexible and adaptable, and will always be
accommodating of last minute changes as far as possible. Every contract we take on has its own manager to oversee
the job to completion, and provide information and updates whenever required. We liaise regularly with project
managers, builders, architects, designers and kitchen contractors to ensure the smoothest, most painless experience
possible.

Our product
We offer a huge range of colours, finishes and effects, to complement the very latest in modern kitchen design. We
can also create bespoke products, including colour-matched glass, digitally printed images, and special effects. From
neutral understated shades to glamorous mirrored finishes, any look is achievable.
Glass splashbacks look modern and high-end, but they are also a very practical choice. Installation is quick and
straightforward, and our splashbacks and shower walls are easy to clean and maintain. Nearly all our glass is
toughened as standard, making heat and impact resistant – once installed it should look as good as new for many
years, and complaints are extremely rare. However, for total peace of mind we offer 10-year product and installation
guarantees.

How it works
We can work to measurements and plans supplied to us or send our expert fitters to survey the site, usually within 48
hours of a request. Once we have the panel dimensions, along with the location of any cut-outs or notches required
for fixtures and fittings, the glass will be made and delivered within 7 to 10 working days. Larger, more complex jobs
may take longer – if this is the case we will inform you straightaway. If required, our fitters can install many panels in
the space of one visit, making glass splashbacks an efficient and speedy wall covering option.
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